
1. Choose the date o f your test:

 

Initial Report
Last Modified: 02/22/2012

1 6th February 2012 27 25%

2 7th February 2012 25 23%

3 8th February 2012 26 24%

4 9th February 2012 29 27%

Total 107

Min Value 1

Max Value 4

Mean 2.53

Variance 1.31

Standard Deviation 1.14

Total Responses 107

# Answer Bar Respo nse %

St at ist ic Value



2. Please enter your name.

Jerlynn Lim Xue Lin

Lee Jun Kiat

Tan Chang Yan

Hau Yijin Josephine

Isaac

Toh An Qi

Gan Jun

Lee Heng Pei

Ke Shuiming

Ouyang Zhiyuan Bryan

Tay Shuen Lin

Elizabeth Chin

Zhao zhunqi

Anders Tan

Pearleen Ow

Eigen Goh

Poh Hendry

Lim Weisheng Wilson

Janice Chua

LIAO CHIEN-I

Ng Xin Yi

ONG GEOK LING

Yeap Chiu Yee

Hanso l Jung

HOE WEI LING

Lee Yue Fen

SENG SI LING

Tan Fengnan

Peh Chin Chuan

loh chong ghee

Ho Chuen Full

Lim Yangxiang

Patrick Cher

kang kaixin

Jonathan Ng

Calvin Leong

Brandon Wong

Tay Wei Kiat

Chang Yoke Yee Lena

Jian Wei

Cheryl Chiang

Daryl Lee

Lynnette

Nicho las Cai

Mokkie

Ng Pei Xiu

Lee Xing Yun

Chloe Lim

Wee Yuting

Lim Yihao

Harjani Bharat Gobindram

Alphonsus Lim
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Andre Ng

Jesline Tan

Tien Dehui Tommy

Soh Fang Yi

Joel Lee

Choo Chew Peng

Haja Mohaideen

Mohamed Ali Jinnah

Maybelline

Liu Xueling

Ng Jian Fen

Pandora

Ng Zhi Yu

Wan Hui Yi

ONG Hong Seng

Samantha

Tan Ying Xuan

Chan Ying Wah

Sophie Boey

Sheri Foo

MA CHENG

Koh Lian Chee

Genevive Chan

Zhi Yan

wenjing

Wong Wei Ling

Febbry Lasgon

Diwanand Davar

Thomas Tan

Clinston Tan

xuekun

jasmine Teh

Bau Hon Tzern

Desmond Ho

Madeline Ong

koh zhijun

Chin Pei Wen

Houston Toh

Edward Zeng

Ma Nang Laik

Bryan Ouyang

Aloysius Lau

Sharon Phui

Lin Weirui

Terence Lin

CHEN YANJING

Erik

Lum Eng Kit

This table has more than 100 rows. Click here to view all responses

Total Responses 107

St at ist ic Value

http://smusg.asia.qualtrics.com/WRQualtricsServer/Export.php?Type=CSVTextResponses&Questions[0]=QID19&ServerID=&SurveyID=SV_8dcixi9CHdiSQ6w&ResponseSetID=RS_0Na2os18yuXzeL2&SubgroupID=&StartDate=&EndDate=&QToken=1qMXHkAaFSs//Vob8zo7pw==


3. Please enter your age.

23

25

23

23

25

22

22

23

25

26

22

23

22

27

23

24

25

26

24

24

21

23

24

22

25

24

23

26

25

26

23

23

26

25

24

25

26

24

26

27

23

24

21

26

37 (isn't this a secret!!??)

23

23

20

24

24

25

26
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20-24

26

25

24

24

21

25

26

24

24

23

21

24

24

11

24

23

21

21

23

24

matured

22

23

23

24

23

29

27

23

25

27

24

24

20

26

21

25

25

38

26

25

23

24

24

23

24

37

This table has more than 100 rows. Click here to view all responses

Total Responses 107

St at ist ic Value

http://smusg.asia.qualtrics.com/WRQualtricsServer/Export.php?Type=CSVTextResponses&Questions[0]=QID20&ServerID=&SurveyID=SV_8dcixi9CHdiSQ6w&ResponseSetID=RS_0Na2os18yuXzeL2&SubgroupID=&StartDate=&EndDate=&QToken=1qMXHkAaFSs//Vob8zo7pw==


4. Please choose your gender.

1 Male 52 49%

2 Female 55 51%

Total 107

Min Value 1

Max Value 2

Mean 1.51

Variance 0.25

Standard Deviation 0.50

Total Responses 107

# Answer Bar Respo nse %

St at ist ic Value



5. Do you have any experience on using Kinect before?

1 Yes 52 49%

2 No 55 51%

Total 107

Min Value 1

Max Value 2

Mean 1.51

Variance 0.25

Standard Deviation 0.50

Total Responses 107

# Answer Bar Respo nse %

St at ist ic Value



6. Do you own a Kinect?

1 Yes 9 17%

2 No 43 83%

Total 52

Min Value 1

Max Value 2

Mean 1.83

Variance 0.15

Standard Deviation 0.38

Total Responses 52

# Answer Bar Respo nse %

St at ist ic Value



7. It is very easy to  navigate around the application.

1 1 (Low) 0 0%

2 2 10 9%

3 3 33 31%

4 4 56 52%

5 5 (High) 8 7%

Total 107

Min Value 2

Max Value 5

Mean 3.58

Variance 0.59

Standard Deviation 0.77

Total Responses 107

# Answer Bar Respo nse %

St at ist ic Value



8. The user interface o f the application is very consistent.   

1 1 (Low) 0 0%

2 2 3 3%

3 3 17 16%

4 4 45 42%

5 5 (High) 42 39%

Total 107

Min Value 2

Max Value 5

Mean 4.18

Variance 0.64

Standard Deviation 0.80

Total Responses 107

# Answer Bar Respo nse %

St at ist ic Value



9.    Do you think that the Navigation Menu Views (List Box, Half Circle Panel,
Carousel) are very easy to  use?    

1 1 (Low) 0 0%

2 2 5 5%

3 3 12 11%

4 4 64 60%

5 5 (High) 26 24%

Total 107

Min Value 2

Max Value 5

Mean 4.04

Variance 0.55

Standard Deviation 0.74

Total Responses 107

# Answer Bar Respo nse %

St at ist ic Value



10. How easy was it fo r you to  learn how to  use the application? (Using the
gestures to  navigate around)                        

1 1 (Slow) 0 0%

2 2 11 10%

3 3 29 27%

4 4 45 42%

5 5 (Fast) 22 21%

Total 107

Min Value 2

Max Value 5

Mean 3.73

Variance 0.82

Standard Deviation 0.91

Total Responses 107

# Answer Bar Respo nse %

St at ist ic Value



11. How will you rate the interactivity (coo l factor) o f this application?

1 1 (Low) 0 0%

2 2 0 0%

3 3 10 9%

4 4 39 36%

5 5 (High) 58 54%

Total 107

Min Value 3

Max Value 5

Mean 4.45

Variance 0.44

Standard Deviation 0.66

Total Responses 107

# Answer Bar Respo nse %

St at ist ic Value



12. Give reasons on why you will no t use this application.

If I do  not know how to  use this application, I might look stupid trying it out.

Cause I think i may look stupid do ing all the actions in front o f so  many people.

IT FEELS WEIRD WHEN I HAVE PERFORM THE GESTURES AND TALK TO THE SCREEN TO NAVIGATE THE SYSTEM IN PUBLIC

instructions menu below is small(not clear)

It looks quite embarrassing and have to  use it quite far away.

It is hard to  understand the gestures which i need to  use.

'cos the context o f it's use is not strong. I rather use the mouse or touch screen for such an application.

in public, it looks abit silly to  navigate (especially cos the movements are quite big, and that we're not so  familiar with it and we'll be quite retardedly trying). its not that easy
to  use, especially without someone guiding/teaching how to  use. its quite physically and mentally tiring for lazy customers the vo ice recognition didnt quite work for me,
and it seems like the system will get confused with multiple vo ices around

I would look stupid if i don't know how to  navigate through the application >.

Total Responses 9

T ext  Respo nse

St at ist ic Value



13. Give reasons on why you will use this application.

It is interactive and easy to  use. Also, it makes me feel coo l

Interactive element to  make the experience really fun. Real time response to  my queries

Application allows consumers at fast moving retail shops to  minimize time spent browsing. At times, consumers discontinue their shopping endeavors at the moment that
they meet with bad service or no service

It is fun to  use and very interactive. It is user-friendly and give a broad selection

It is quite interactive and comprises most o f the necessary information required for the user. Besides that, it is quite easy to  use.

It is coo l, and very interactive.

From the application itself, we can look through all the menus and promotion which can saves us a lo t o f time. We can also  do a comparison across phones.

If there is no one who will attend to  me. When I can find out more information using the application.

Looks fun and interactive. It is a game conso le, will perceived it as entertaining to  use.

It has never been implemented before. I think it's very coo l. It's very interactive and fun. It brings fun into  browsing.

Can view all the products in the store at one go.

It is fun and interactive

The application is very interactive for customers. It's a very creative way o f shopping if there are too many items or products in the shop. I need a more clear and catelog
when the shop assistant is too busy to  serve me.

1) Self navigation 2) Without any external device

its not common, so it will be a coo l application to  try out at stores. nice interface.

Some Singaporeans do not like salespeople contact as they sometimes force sell products. Usage o f this application gives Singaporeans the freedom to  browse through
products on their own time without the pressure coming from salesperson standing around.

Very interactive and people will tend to  be curious.

Its interactive, fun, user-friendly. At the same time, the simplicity o f user interface and the swiping movements makes it user-friendly fo r the user.

convenient and fun to  use

Using Kinect fo r navigation is something new and everyone will be very excited on trying this out.

because o f curiousity.

i will use this application if there isn't anyone to  show me to  the product and i have use this application to  view the product myself

It is user-friendly and the navigation are co lourful and users will be attracted and will want to  use and explore the software to  try.

Its coo l, interactive, interesting

FUN And New! I Like

The application is very interactive and will be very fun for users to  play with it. However, there must be a user guide that can let users quickly use the application. Make the
application even more interactive like some game to  increase the fun element.

The application provides good interaction with the customer/user.

Fun, novel, has the main info  needed.

The application is interactive and fun to  use. It has a good way o f presenting data.

It is very interesting and interactive

Interactivity. Ability to  compare products without the use o f a device.

It is because I have prio r experience using a Kinect. The learning curve will no t be so steep. Perhaps this will be successful in another industry or fo r another purpose
because comparing products can be done on the internet. Also , I feel that some people might only use this application at the beginning. Subsequently, they might feel that it
gets too tiring (requires to  huge/much actions). But, I still think this is a good/new way o f browsing, to  explore. Cheers

Getting more invo lved with the purchasing process.

Easy to  access information without using traditional po int and click, much easier to  attract passerbys to  use it.

- i feel that it gives consumers' another avenue for them to  find out about the products and even see how it looks on them without even go ing into  the dressing room. - it
will be fun to  try a new techno logy and especially when you are with your friends

There are situations where current kiosks which requires a terminal that invo lves some "touch" interaction and this could replaced by this application. E.g. For fear o f
vandalism.

Very interactive and would have more fun factor in buying phones

When there are no available sales staff to  attend to  my needs. To past the time while waiting for my turn at the counter or fo r the girlfirend if she's shopping at a store =P

Its more interactive and its differentiating factor. Ability to  show a wide range o f products within a short time.

"New" & "coo l" factor. I will play with uncommon things like this that invo lve interaction. However, I am not too sure about whether I will be able to  use it "as it is" without
someone standing there to  guide me. There are several gestures & they are not standardized amongst Kinect application (except fo r the left wave & right wave). In
particular, scro lling left/right by spacing the hands apart in front o f me isn't intuitive (i would never have worked that out without someone telling me that). What I would be
looking for would be "buttons" on the screen - those buttons that you see when playing Kinect Adventure. You need to  keep your hands for a few seconds on the buttons to
"activate" these buttons. With those buttons - anyone who has used a Kinect will be able to  know how to  navigate the application without a guide. As it is now, the hand
gestures aren't intuitive & there aren't "buttons" to  activate. I no tice that there's this animation at the upper-right corner o f the screen with help tips on how to  navigate -
however, that won't be very useful. people won't want to  learn how to  use this application. If this is to  be at a self-service booth, people would want to  navigate the
application without watching that animation. So, i suggest that the usual "buttons" be on the screen - users who are aware o f the special gestures (e.g. the hand spacing
thing) can use those gestures - people who are not aware o f these special gestures can still use the "buttons". For such applications, it's important that users do not feel
"lost". If the screen doesn't react after a few random hand gestures, most people would just walk away instead o f trying to  guess what to  do (& make a foo l o f themselves).

If that is the only way to  find out more about the products, I would use it. However, if I have options such as touch screen, I would prefer that as I am not a frequent Kinect
and would be frustrated if I could not nagivate quickly. Also , it would also  depend on the popularity o f such devices in the market. It could be embarrassing waving around in
public with people staring at you.
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public with people staring at you.

It is interactive and user friendly. User is able to  browse the menu on his/her own without retailer's interference as not all shoppers prefer to  have retailer/sales person tag
whereever they browse.

I would not have to  wait fo r someone to  attend to  me and the information can be easily accessed via the application.

To pass time while waiting to  be served.

Interesting, if i were a retailer, i will use this to  engage the kids while i talk to  the parent. It is a good way to  draw in customers on a crowded day

it's very coo l.something new.

it is interactive and its something new in the market. I'm able get information i need

interesting new concept never played kinect before and wanna try it out big screen looks beautiful - nice design curious

Because it is fun and interactive, just like playing a game. And the interface is quite modern.

Interactive and enable the users to  try on the item.

It is very coo l and a different way o f navigating through a catalogue

The techno logy is new to  many people and can attract more people to  use it. It is rather interesting.

It is very interactive and allows easy navigation. This is also  something that is viewable by o ther people at the shop which could promote fellow customers.

to  get myself familiar with the products and details before i make a decesion

It is very user-friendly and gives consumers convenience in looking for the availability o f different ranges o f products and price ranges, and stock availability too.

When I have to  wait to  try on clo thes in a retail mall ( The queue is too long, - this application will save a lo t o f time )

interesting concept to  increase interaction with the customers

Quite easy to  use and it will give me the relevant information which i need. Novelty factor as well.

Touchscreens are boring. Most people are using touchscreen phones these days. Having such an application in store will be more interesting than a normal touchscreen
tablet. I will be attracted by such an application, compared to  a touchscreen application.

new interactive self-help kiosk, curiosity

Very interactive. Makes you want to  explore what the application has to  o ffer. When it's touch screen, many will avo id touching the screen as it may be dirty or an avenue to
transfer germs so it leaves you with clean hands.

1) If the sales person is not around, i'll be able to  use this application as a self-help too l. 2) I can visualize how the items look on me 3) When the shop is closed, i can still
use this application to  shop for the items 4) It's fun

If without the help o f a sales assistant, I will use this application. Depending on what this application is used for, I will use this application for certain activities that require
more self service than a proper assistant. Quite a new experience!

It is easy to  use and I can gather information on my own without having to  get the sales person to  attend to  me. However, we must consider whether customers from other
age groups (o lder customers) will actually use this system since it might not be that easy for them to  learn the system. Also, some people might feel embarrassed or
relatively shy to  use the system since they will be flinging their hands here and there.

It is very interactive and fun

- its fairly easy to  learn - can use gestures, so  there is no need to  touch any equipment to  interact with the application

It is fun and something new.

user friendly, coo l factor

-invo lves interaction and exercises! -virtual feature o f the products is good and it creates the mirror effect without the real products -the comparison feature it straight
forward and add value for choosing the right product when you shop

Innovative idea

I think this is gonna be a groundbreaking way o f interacting for users or customers to  enjoy their shopping experience.

Fun and interactive, saves time, ease o f navigation

I can save time browsing the product catelog using the application than waiting for the service personnel to  be available. It is also  a fun way to  discover and/or purchase
product myself.

Interactive and I can seek information on my own.

New techno logy, quite coo l.

very intuitive interface. Useful fo r casual browsing without the invo lvement o f the service crew

Sometimes too shy to  ask the sales person, so  I rather use this application to  find info  on the item.

It is a new idea which allows distance interaction through gestures. It also  removes the need for many people to  have body contact with the electonic device, i.e. keyboard,
mouse to  browse catelogue, improving hygience and reduce spread o f germs. very applicable to  hospitals.

To reduce the waiting time in shop when the shop is filled with customers

1. easy to  use, simple to  learn user interface. 2. attractive and graphical user interface that are able to  attract consumers. 3. new idea and innovative, consumers will be
attracted to  use this applications.

Sometimes, personal interaction with the application has more "effect" than a salesperson introducing the item to  me :D

Intuitive user interface. Interactive. Adds element o f fun to  using the application

-dont need to  ask salesman as sometimes they are busy -some salesman do not even know how to  answer customer's question so this function using kinect might be
able to  answer more complex questions like technicality etc

Fun, interesting.

It is fun and interactive. This hasn't been implemented before.

In the Singtel Shop context, i think it is very suitable to  provide a 24 hours service. Especially when phone selection is o ften a time consuming process, having an
interactive interface to  work with will be very coo l. In addition, it'll definitely attract additional crowd and business for Singtel on this hype factor founded upon motion
sensing.

It's really coo l! Show me the magic allows users to  see the "real products". Useful fo r fashion items.



I will be able to  try on the item without bothering the salesperson. I prefer not to  be disturbed much when shopping so this will get the salesperson o ff me. This application
will allow me to  be able to  try and see how the item will look on me.

You get to  try on products without having to  physically be in contact with; it could potentially be uplo laded onto  the servers where users can try out the latest launches at the
comfort o f their own homes.

Fun and interactive

This is the future. The experience will be fully interactive. The learning curve is not too steep either.

- Get information on products - For curiosity

Fun, interactive

I will be curious to  try out the feeling to  contro l the screen without touching it.

It's coo l and I'm able to  see how the mobile looks like on my hand and if I look good with it.

At times, customers prefer shopping on their own, and browse products by their own. the easy navigation helps me to  choose which product I like,

The coo l factor is an important reason I'll want to  use this application. However, at the moment I cannot think o f reasons I'll want to  use it on a regular, long term basis.
Especially if all I want is to  obtain the information I need.

1) Cool 2) Fun 3) Relatively new (at least to  me) 4) Useful during times like SARS when touching the screen is not advisable

Total Responses 98

St at ist ic Value



14. Do you think that it is feasible for retailers to  use this application as a 'Self
Service Kiosk'  to  increase customer interaction?         

1 Yes 98 92%

2 No 9 8%

Total 107

Min Value 1

Max Value 2

Mean 1.08

Variance 0.08

Standard Deviation 0.28

Total Responses 107

# Answer Bar Respo nse %

St at ist ic Value



15. Consider a scenario  where you are in a shop and the Sales Person is
not free to  attend to  you. Will you use this ‘Self Service Kiosk’?

1 Yes 98 92%

2 No 9 8%

Total 107

Min Value 1

Max Value 2

Mean 1.08

Variance 0.08

Standard Deviation 0.28

Total Responses 107

# Answer Bar Respo nse %

St at ist ic Value



16.  What do you like the most in our application? (etc feature that is really
useful):   E.g. Nice User Interface, Easy to  Use, Vo ice Recognition, Skeletal
Recognition  

Skeletal Recognition allows me to  work out while shopping for products

Skeletal Recognition Vo ice Recognition The interaction

East to  use - interface

Nice user interface

Easy to  navigate by swiping the hand with the navigation tips listed at the bottom of every page

NIce user interface, Skeletal recognition, vo ice recognition.

Nice User interface and it is a good idea to  have this application across the shops. It might be very popular in the future. I also  like the idea o f integrating Xbox together with
the live update o f the promotion.

I like the nice user interface. It is very clean. The vo ice recognition o f changing layout is coo l although it sometimes do not recognise my vo ice.

Clean and clear interface Big surface, could see details o f the product easily.

It has a nice user interface and it has vo ice recognition too. The UI is very pleasing to  look at. Very attention seeking. Very coo l.

Recognizing my movements

interactive and fun.

the skeletal recognition is sensitive enough

1) Vo ice Recognition 2) Skeletal Recognition 3) Massive usage o f pictorial icon

nice user interface.

Interaction with user

The little details o f having sound as feedback to  the navigation The swipe motion is very natural.

Nice user interface and consistent layout. Very interactive.

Able to  do things that o ther devices cannot do.

BIG SCREEN. DETAILED INFORMATION DISPLAY ON THE SCREEN

Nice User Interface and the simplicity o f the user interface which makes it very easy for any user to  pick it up. I like the vo ice recognition feature as it is coo l, however it is
unable to  detect certain vo ice pitch:)

User interface (friendly) and FUN!

Nice interface and Vo ice Recognition. Quite impressed with the vo ice recognition! :)

using hands to  interact with the system is interesting.

Vo ice recognition

nice user interface

it have a nice interface where users will like to  explore and use. the vo ice recognition is interesting where the application will identify the certain keyword and react
accordingly.

interactive

Voice Recognition, Skeletal Recognition

Voice Recognition, Skeletal recognition.

Comparison o f phones.

Easy to  use

Voice Recognition and user interface.

Vo ice recognition and skeletal recognition

Nice user interface that is presented in a simple and concise manner. The ability to  change the layout is also  very interesting

Voice recognition, Augmented reality.

Motion recognition and ease o f use.

user interface,

- i like the user interface (very clean and neat)

Vo ice Recognition is reliable, consistent scro lling effect.

the Fun factor. Throwing the phone. AR.

Cool factor o f using motion to  navigate, user interface is clean and intuitive, video o f hooded man giving motion instructions

nice user interface and skeletal recognition

Skeletal recognition

I am not sure if the vo ice recognition would work properly, so  to  me, it's just a "good to  have" EXTRA feature. There MUST be a way to  enter "magic mode" using gestures
or a button. Otherwise someone with a sore throat or a strange accent will be quite pissed. Is there "skeletal recognition"? (what's that?) the UI is generally OK. what makes
this app stand out is the ability to  make selections using gestures.

Show me your magic!!

Vo ice Recognition and Easy to  use are features that stand out.

I like the interface and it is generally easy to  use, just that sometimes my hand can't be recognised. Probably due to  my own impatience though.

T ext  Respo nse



I like the interface and it is generally easy to  use, just that sometimes my hand can't be recognised. Probably due to  my own impatience though.

The Clean Interface o f the Pages.

I like the hand swipe movements, skeletal recgonition

Voice Recognition is really coo l.

Skeletal Recognition

skeletal recognition

1.Skeletal Recognition 2.Nice Interface

nice user interface. love the usage o f movement and gestures.

Vo ice Recognition

Nice UI and Skeletal Recognition

The user interface is clean and the vo ice recognition feature is also  very coo l.

Skeletal Recognition

User Interface

easy to  use. there's no need to  use the mouse to  maneuver around the application. instead, hand gestures is more convenient now.

Nice user interface

vo ice recognition able to  visualise how the product will look like on me - will be good for retailers

Nice interface, recognize movements easily

Skeletal and vo ice recognition. The AR feature is a good beginning to  bring real- life products into  the virtual world.

Simple and clean user interface

Very coo l to  be able to  do this. Good job guys!

The UI is simple and clean. Easy navigation so it was easy to  use.

Nice user interface (It's neat but a little plain)

its just more interactive and the novelty is fun to  try. the "show me the magic" thing seems very full o f potential fo r o ther items (like clo thes), which will be damn awesome.

Skeletal recognition. Nice user interface. (especially the comparison one!)

It allows me to  view products all at one location. Also, the "show the magic" feature is something unique and something that I have never come across. It allows
customers to  see how they will look like with the product. However, it might not be that useful in the case o f phones. I feel that it will be more useful and interesting if used
on clo thing or accessories. The actions are relatively easy to  learn and remember and it is consistent between different pages.

Nice user interface, intuitive way o f displaying items. It also  combines vo ice recognition with hand gestures

Gesture contro l over the application

Voice recognition.

Vo ice recognition

- the virtue tryout o f the products - comparison feature

Nice User interface

Skeletal Recognition

Voice recognition

Skeletal recognition and vo ice recognition is awesome!

Nice User Interface, Vo ice Recognition and the coo l factor.

Cool techno logy, skeletal recognition.

awesome user interface. Vo ice recognition is pretty coo l as well. Skeletal recognition is easy to  track what I am do ing

The Navigation is very coo l (the round round thing), it's not messy.

Nice user interface and skeletal recognition. Interesting to  use gestures to  navigate product catelogue

Nice User Interface, Easy gestures

easy and simple to  use which allows consumers to  learn within few minutes o f usage

Attractive user interface :D

Voice recognition and the hand gestures

the function where i can see how the phone size will be on my palm

Voice recognition, Nice UI.

Nice UI, coo l features, such as the "Show me the magic feature"

I think it's intuitive and the learning curve is short.

Show me the magic! and the lay out o f phone cho ices. Cool!

It is a brand new idea, and that it is very easy to  use. Very interactive to  the users as well.

Nice user interface, vo ice recognition, skeletal recognition are all reasonably accurate

Easy to  Use, Skeletal Recognition

Clean and minimalist user interface. The status bar that inform the user the extent o f gesture (i.e green bar) Vo ice recognition is very simple to  use.

- Vo ice Recognition - Skeletal Recognition

This table has more than 100 rows. Click here to view all responses
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17. Please provide your honest feedback and comments on how our
application can be improved.

Have a print on the floor to  indicate the radius o f the skeletal recognition

The actions could be more intuitive so that the customers will naturally know how to  interact. Instructions perhaps could be displayed more prominent or a lightbox to
display some tips when they enter a new section/module.

Provide an instruction manual fo r consumers

The interface can be less cluttered and cleaner.

The video tutorial perhaps can be displayed in the beginning o f the application.

Guide on using the different menu should be available on screen (current screen). i.e. the left right browsing Color o f user menu should be customized to  the stores. For
example, Singtel should have a red layout.

The application now is a bit lag as it cannot detect our gesture or vo ice recognition. Hence, it will definitely be better if the latency can be improved. The gesture may not be
very intuitive also . Although there is instruction at the bottom, users might not know the correct gesture to  do certain stuff. Considering that the xbox detect everything in its
path, it means that this machines/ application cannot be placed in crowded places. More likely in iso lated places o f the shopping places. Hence, it might not be as
interactive as we thought it might be.

I noticed that there are some graphical instructions on how to  navigate. Perhaps it could be clearer (shows the movement better). Perhaps due to  my inexperience in using
the Kinect, I relied a lo t on observation o f gestures. The comparing o f the mobile phones are not so  clear. I would not have noticed until I was to ld. Perhaps can make it
more explicit. The vo ice recognition do not work at times. This may be a problem if the location is no isy.

Instructions should be give at a one o f the corner , users will be able to  fo llow if they are stuck. Could generally find out which swap movement is preferred by the public, i
personally find it easier to  swap outward instead o f inward.

Perhaps the sensitivity could be lessen. Could give vo ice recognition as an alternative if people's hands are tired. I honestly didn't take notice o f the help video at the
bottom left. It could be more prominent by using larger but simple animation, such as when browsing to  the right, show a large hand animation o f swiping from right to  left,
instead o f showing a person standing there. I think some first time users would find it difficult to  pick up the gestures, so  perhaps the gestures could be as simple as
possible. Perhaps removing double hand gestures.

It is rather complicated to  use for a first time user.

Hard to  measure movement and memorise them. Abit awkward if to  be used in public. Only one user can use at one time.

1, it would be better there is a loading sign to  let the user know the recognition is being processed. 2, Maybe can combine both touch screen and recognition.

1) Clear instruction o f how to  use the system (eg, Bo ld/co lor the instruction text) o r provide instructional video at the side o f the screen (Bigger and clearer)

vo ice reconigition is not very accurate. not too sure if it was the background sound. had to  go nearer to  the kinect sensor before it could detect my vo ice " select this item". i
will prefer vo ice recongition to  hand gestures because my hands feel tired after a while. I think there are too many hand gestures to  remember though the problem is
reso lved with a video displaying instructions.

The only problem I feel that might occur is because this application can only be used by 1 user at a time. When applied to  shops, users might not like to  use this application
because it might detect another customer who happens to  walk within the detection range o f the system. People tend not to  read the instructions when they are using the
application and also  because the word instructions. Can consider standardizing actions and showing a video to  users before making use o f the application.

The vo ice command didn't work well fo r me. The instructions at the bottom of the screen was wordy (maybe I'm lazy) can be replaced entirely by the video demonstration.

Maybe is due to  the sensitivity o f the sensor therefore it is quite difficult fo r first time user to  use the application smoothly. Things to  take note is that when used in retail
shops, kids will tend to  be curious and stand in front o f the actual user, this may affect the usage and experience for the actual user.

Please refer to  your documents. I have verbalize it.

PERHAPS IT WILL BE MORE USEFUL IN EVENT, RATHER THAN TELECOM RETAIL STORES. INCLUDE INSTRUCTIONS FOR NEW USERS.

1.Provide a short user manual which guides the user which type o f hand movements can be used and how to  use the different features available. 2. Recognizing a wider
vo ice range.

Larger pictures (Gallery) - to  be able to  view the phones (gallery) clearer Larger fonts - to  be able to  view the words clearer I feel this application not only can be 'read' and
'use' by the 'so le' user, it can attract crowds and let them view the products as well! (Another marketing strategy!)

It will be better if it is much more sensitive to  our movements, more information on how to  use the product as i will find it hard to  use it if no  one is there.

responsivleness o f system to  my actions can be improved. making game like wii.

prompt the instruction menu on every page, easy for user to  fo llow

the recognition doesn't respond that well. it might take more time who those that is 1st-timer o f using kinect to  use this application

the kinect will need a certain distance where the user will need to  stand for it to  identify the users and react to  the application, therefore, if given short and small area, the
application might not be that sensitive to  react. the application could be more user-friendly where it might have the interface at the side to  guide new users on how to  use
the application.

cuter interface

More help on the hand movement

The buttons can be better spaced out and bigger. Product size should be larger and also  the vo ice comment such as "Find" will be very useful fo r the search o f the
products.

- Provide touch screen interface as an alternative to  motion interface. - Entering o f menu can use o ther motion instead o f swiping to  side as user might accidently choose
another menu by mistake if they swip their hand diagonally. - The different layouts might not be very useful - probably attaching the model number beside the product can
give user what is the model o f the next phone that is go ing to  be highlighted. Alternatively, can group the phones by specific model and show them in cluster. - There might
be problem for system to  detect motion in the public with many interference from passer-by in the background. Another concern is the distance o f the user from the sensor.
Probably, these systems can be implemented in a enclosed booth and a "safety" line. - Maybe can have a 3D display o f the phone and illustration o f the features base on
the 3D ro tation.

Tracker to  identify where we are in the system. Noise level detector so  user will know when ambient no ise affects the vo ice commands used.

I think the instructions can be more obvious.

Nothing

A video or a guide on the various gestures. More o f the Augmented Reality functions to  allow users to  interact with the system instead o f it being so lely a contextual system

Create a back button or gesture to  allow the user to  redirect to  the previous page when he/she is at the details page with 3 tabs. Because currently, the user has to  swipe 3

T ext  Respo nse



times to  go back to  the previous screen.

The motion for selecting menu does not seem nature, i.e. moving from right to  left. Based on iPhone gesture, to  move to  the next screen the motion is from left to  right.

ease o f use is quite lacking. should require a tutorial video or detail explanation to  teach users how to  use. should be a "pick up as you go along" kinda stuff.

- I think primarily the intuitiveness/sensitivity o f the device (hand gestures, vo ice recognition)

Less actions can be used? Vo ice Recognition use to  change screen?

Too many complicated actions. rather consfucing at times

just my personal opinion but I feel that the side scro lling can be improved to  be more natural with hand actions. Reflection o f users on the screen could be located nearer to
the interactive portions o f the interface so as to  assist users better.

Higher sensitivity o f the skeletal recognition. Allow people to  use it nearer if possible. limit the amount o f actions needed to  navigate if able to ! o r not it's quite embarrassing
when you swing your arms in all directions hahahaha.

Improve gesture recognition and maintain consistency across different menus. e.g. selecting using right hand swipe or positioning right hand above head.

pls see my previous answers.

Increase on the sensitivity o f the device, have quick and easy user guide on each page (eg. when I am at a page, there would be simple instructions telling me what do to),
make the device speak to  the user

1) It will be good if you guys can incorporate clo thing, accessories, hairstyle etc in the application. These are the items that shoppers either require to  queue at the dressing
room or to  imagine if it looks nice on them. :) 2) Vo ice Recognition: Trying out in the room VS trying out in the shopping mall. Shopping mall is always crowded and no isy,
vo ice recognition may have problem yet we can't expect shoppers to  shout loudly :X 3) Exit menu back to  homepage rather than keep sliding left to  exit tab by tab :) 4)
Maybe it will good to  provide a small screen to  show users on how to  navigate around(non-kinect users).

It could be more sensitive to  my actions and perhaps the application should be able to  distinguish between no ise and the actual user.

I think the methods o f navigation through the pages has to  be distinct and consistent throughout the page. For example, you have someone (a square box) providing
information for navigation, perhaps it can be placed in a specific area so that people know where to  look for navigation instructions as and when they like.

I think the vo ice recognition can be improved and the augmented reality function is really a game changer. There should be more application using this function.

try to  slow down the selection o f items.

slow down scro lling during navigation

-breadcrumbs -to  differentiate with - touchscreen or googling on a phone -gestures (standardized) - instructions - i didnt know what to  do without Bevan's help. -vo ice
recognition - i think need some visual feedback that shows the processing o f vo ice recognition. -vo ice recognition capability wasnt clear - i didnt know that it was a feature.
- maybe the instruction is too small

the scro llbar is a tad slow in action.

put instructions on screen. "use left hand and swipe inwards" or even have someone to  demonstrate (video) on screen.

The response time o f the vo ice recognition

The application is abit too  sensitive and may irritate users (especially fo r the scro lling portion)

-

Gesture could fo llow the usual kinect games. It might be difficult fo r people to  learn fast. The vo ice recognition is slow. Could improve this or just let go o f this feature as
there are too many dependents for this feature to  work. Include first time user tutorial fo r fast and easy learning.

NA.

i'm not sure whether if this is possible; better detection o f hand gestures, and vo ice recognition. The navigation panel could be more prominent or clearer.

Pop-up instructions can be displayed on the screen if there's no sales staff to  assist the customer.

I am not sure how feasible it will be to  teach all consumers how to  use the application. maybe the instructions can be pop-up version at times

The vo ice recognition part, since it may be used in shopping malls and exhibition malls that are no isy.

The browsing o f the products can be choppy and imprecise. The accuracy needs to  be improved on. Gestures might not be intuitive.

better to  have consistent layout, avo id using too many different gestures

As given verbally. Thanks.

Instructions or stills o f the type o f gestures on all the screens at the bottom. It takes some time to  get used acustomed to  the gestures.

1) 3D visual on the items. 2) The user interface looks a little plain 3) Vo ice is unable to  detect if two persons sounds the same comment at the same time 4) If there's
another person who stands in front or behind you, the application may detect the o ther person instead o f me.

the scro lling is quite complicated and the system is quite cranky and unstable (sometimes it doesnt detect, sometimes it goes too fast - basically hard to  contro l). another
simpler movement maybe easier. the hand movements dont seem too intuitive to  me, and it was quite confusing what leads to  what. vo ice recognition not very friendly to
everyone. dont know how to  improve though. users need to  be better taught about how to  navigate (especially about how the rest o f the body should stay still -  else people
will just move quite a bit everywhere and dont understand how it works).

Best if you could install some vo ice recognition system in the application to  prevent a 2nd party from intruding. More vo ice recognition in the o ther parts. Best if you could
install some movement recognition system in the application to  prevent a 2nd party from intruding. There is a need for quite BIG movements for detection. Some people
may be unwilling to  do BIG movements in the public place. A need to  give proper instructions perhaps?

The vo ice recognition feature can be improved. You must speak relatively loudly fo r the machine to  detect your vo ice. Hence this might not be very possible in public areas
when it gets no isy and crowded. Also, some hand gestures arent very user friendly like the gesture that requires you to  place both hands in the middle and slowly scro lling
left and right. I had to  place my hands at the same level with the kinect machine to  detect my movements. So this can be looked into . It might be just my hands!

Consider use hand movement instead o f body movement which will be easier fo r the user

I would like to  see consistency across all the various modules o f the app - like the way you browse through the list o f available options to  select. Help with gestures could
be animated, in the form of a click o f quick tutorial to  show how one could interact with the application.

Can have more obvious instructions on how to  scro ll and navigate. Maybe have a short tutorial at the beginning. Maybe, have a reminder button on each page to  remind o f
how to  navigate (either pop-up box when clicked or too l-tip mouse-over).

why must use break as code

The interface can be more consistent The navigation can be easier: means standarize the action you need to  perfom to  navigate around the app I think the vo ice recog is
not really necessary, because users maybe too busy to  have different option to  navigate, then it may causes distraction, so  may not be very user friendly

The gestures o f commanding the instructions are a little bit difficult to  learn.



The ideas are good. Just that I think teaching users in how to  use it effectively might take certain amount o f effo rts.

The swipe isn't intuitve unless you have used kinect before, maybe more vo ice commands

I think it's legendary already. Perhaps the UI transistion could be smoother.

The user interface can be further improved to  suit the current market marketing design. For example the circle selection for phone.

Gestures are hard to  learn and requires good memory. Block out no ise and also  vo ice recognition is not 100%.

would be great to  have a 'live' guide to  recommend the user what actions to  use. i.e. if a user is idle fo r a long time, a guide may appear to  suggest help to  the user.

Need to  figure out a way how to  educated users using the system when they are using the system. (if too  many instruction on the screen users will get turn o ff)

-It is understandable that right now, Microsoft SDK provides limited ways which gestures can be used to  interact with objects. In future improvements, wider range gestures
such as finger movements can be used to  select items. -addressing issues in no isy environment, how will kinect recognize the user's vo ice. -crowded environment, where
kinect should recognize the intended user's movement.

Can improve the vo ice recognition and make the actions slightly easier

there are quite a number o f hand movements need. developers should limit the number o f hand movements used to  less than 5 different kinds. - vo ice recognition are not
so sensitive, there's room to  improvement.

The "change layout" function can be improved to  be more aesthetically appealing. If I am able to  ho ld the phone the way my hand is position it will be good (:

Easier hand gestures. Could be confusing during the first few tries.

'show me the magic' function should be allowed to  zoom into  my hand so that it can give me a more appropriate view of the mobile phone on my hand some might prefer
to  use 1 right hand swing to  scro ll as oppose to  putting 2 hands in front...possible to  have 2 ways to  navigate?

First time using these kinds o f application, not getting used to  how to  swipe or put the hand, left swipe or right swipe or both hand. Need sometimes to  get used to  it.

In addition to  my first feedbacks: As a first time user, i wouldn't know that raising my left hand could compare the phones. There should be a way to  inform the user. Also, I
think the vo ice recognition wouldn't work very well in a crowded, no isy environment, especially when there are alo t o f customers in the store.

I'm not sure how it can be improved within the boundaries o f what Kinect can o ffer. However, there is no clear benchmark for an "uneducated" user to  know how much they
should raise their hands, or how long they should ho ld up their hand on certain positions. Maybe some level o f feedback by giving subtle instructions will be helpful.
Sensitivity o f the recording o f actions can also  be improved, because there are some occasions when i have already kept my hands together to  stop the scro lling but it is
not captured by Kinect fast enough. As a result, the Kinect selected product is one product after the one that i really wanted. Perhaps improving the interval will be helpful.

Vo ice recognition is coo l! but in terms o f practicability, i think it might not be feasible in real life retail stores. There is hardly any time in the mall where we can get complete
silence to  detect the keywords. When that happens, customers might be frustrated that it doesn't work instead. Same with the instructions on navigation. It might a bit hard to
explain to  every single user at the shop.

The instructions on how to  use the application can be larger.

i think the show me the magic function is the most impressive function o f the app, but if that function could be improved to  include more skeletal recognitions etc, it would
be even more user friendly. Users then could try on different accessories, earrings etc.

It's still a little messy in terms o f flow.

A dynamic instructions (preferably in image/animated video format) at one little corner o f the screen will be very beneficial fo r a first time user. The instruction will give the
user a hang o f the gesturing system.

Hmm... I feel the hand gestures are not very intuitive unless you have read the instructions on what to  do. Sometimes, exaggerated gestures are required in order fo r Kinect
to  understand the command. The scro lling part should probably be using left/right swipes rather than the hands in front and back. But I guess this gesture has been used for
the next and back actions already. The hands in front and back is not very intuitive.
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18. In your own opinion, how do you think Kinect be used in o ther industries
(o ther than gaming)?

F&B - while queuing for a seat, users can use Kinect to  look through the restaurant menu and promotions. This can distract customers while queuing, helps to  reduce
frustration.

Advertising. Big market (interactive billboards) Display o f data (easy scro lling etc) Disability application (eg supporting disability learning)

Retail

It can be used in media industry and also  o ther retail industries that usually use catalogue. It will be more environmentally friendly as less need to  print catalogues.

It can be used in most o f the industries especially in the advertising companies or even service industries

Business - o ffice work, admin work. Something like Google April Foo l Joke.

Kinect can be used to  simulate actions. Such as maybe taking IPPT. Kinect can be used to  see if a person is do ing pull up correctly.

Education purposes; during lessons (maths problems, etc)

Behavior studies Education Sport training

Sorry i can't think o f anything now but i'll get back to  you when i come up with it.

Kinect can be used in most o f the retail stores where customers can use it fo r comparison o f products.

Retail and F&b (small cafe)

online shopping (with exercise) catelog browsing in branded/clo thing /shoe shops In the bank branches, this can use as virtual assistant

1) Home theater

kinect. fo r business usage. conference talk. showing o f data to  customers or employee.

Still can't think o f any now. Sorry

I was thinking o f car mechanic, where the the mechanic might have their hands dirty. The customer can have fun while waiting for diagnosis as well.

Food industry fo r ordering food.

Please refer to  your documents.

COMMERCIAL FIRMS FOR PRODUCT PRESENTATIONS

Yes, Kinect can be used in departmental stores where customers can use it to  try on clo thes. This will help to  cut down the waiting time in changing rooms, or maybe even
eliminate the need o f changing rooms. Kinect can also  be used in supermarkets such as Carrefour, NTUC Fairprice to  display products.

- Fashion: shirt-fitting

In the Library where a group o f children can read the story books together.

when people are wet, it is hard to  use electronic products. fo r example at swimming poo ls, beaches or water-themeparks.

can be used it in ktv

for those industries that are selling product or in restaruant to  view the menu

Kinect is getting more popular and user-friendly where it is getting more and more commonly used. it can be used in library where users can use it to  search for the catalog
and used by librarians, eg: to  conduct talks in the library. it can be used as self-help kiosk in many locations where users can use it to  search for the information they need.

health care/medical education corporate meetings

fashion

Yes, highly usable in Office environment. Also to  improve on the customer service to  make it interactive.

- Fashion Industry - Military virtual training - Medical industry

Bringing new interface to  services. Facial recognition for identification in registration systems.

Nursing.

Plastic surgery and medical porposes

Healthcare, Advertising

Online shopping or even shopping at the store itself. I think the augmented reality feature is pretty good when changing rooms are occupied and people wants to  try
clo thes. As for online shopping, customers do not have to  go down to  the store to  "try on" the clo thes.

Can't think o f one at the moment.

therapy, teaching kungfu

- Definitely in the clo thing industry (online, o ffline) - Hair / beauty industry

Shopping? Augmentation o f images.

Camera, Photography industry. interactive maps.

Kinect can be used as a type o f input to  operate machines to  give the user a more natural feel when operating the machines.

Yes. We can use it in clo thing shops when there are really long queues for the changing room. Also in really large retail shops like DAISO or GIANT when it's super difficult
to  find the things you want and you have to  walk everywhere before you can find something.

In elder care for a more enriching interactive exercise. In sports to  practice movement and techniques as well as in hospital surgery provided motion capture is accurate
and precise

can be used for recovery by patients trying to  recover from motor contro l problems. can be used by kids to  edutainment - e.g. learning basic motor skills. can be used by a
presenter to  contro l his presentations, as a replacement fo r the ubiquitous mouse. can be used in some many industries!!! i mean... as long as there is a screen, & a need
to  contro l what happens on the screen, you can use the kinect. Watch "Minority Report" fo r more ideas.

fashion, hairstylist, breast implantation, home designs
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Food for thought: Why would retailers want to  have this application in their store where shoppers can also  browse around in the shop to  have a feel on the dummy
set(handphone) and read the description than ho lding a visual phone? Similarly fo r retail industry, sizes are also  a factor that may question the existence o f your
application unless for high class brands :D Therefore, I think the service Industry - Salon - hairstyle is one that really requires imagination - is much more appropriate.

It can be used in online shopping, especially fo r clo thes and accessories, so  that the user can see how the items look on him/her.

Maybe Education Industry? Like allowing students to  learn about certain subjects and at the same time having some fun. However, there must be a way to  keep the whole
class interactive rather than just a few people using the Kinect.

I think furniture industry, fashion, mainly gaming industry or even medical industry (Help patients who are injured to  rehabilitate) Even in special schoo ls where children with
slight mental disability can be engaged

yup definitely.. it will be useful at exhibitions for games, clo thing, IT fairs, PC shows.

advertisement around shopping centers or train station

ya, i think its the next thing after touch.

media industry - residents can purchase movies at the comfort o f their home

market and publicity.

Retail, as a user guide for the users.

Retail

Probably fo r the fashion industry fo r users to  try on the clo thes.

Fashion industry using augmented reality to  let them choose and try clo thes.

NA.

Hospital's patient registration panel. Retail outlets to  check for stock or product availability.

Retail industries ( fashion apparel )

Retail industry.

Hospitals, shopping malls, schoo ls

Kinect can be used to  contro l PCs instead o f using a mouse.

-

haha. Can't think o f right now.

Definitely. Pro fessors do ing their presention can interact with the stuents more instead o f standing behing the pc. Will be great to  see in the supermarket.

Retailer shop, lecture, sports, hospital, banks.

never thought about this. but this idea o f using it in the retail environment seems abso lutely feasible and fun. it may also  possibly be used for all screen navigations, even
for personal computer systems at home/offices? like how its portrayed in movies like Gamer (i think thats the title la huh).

Education? especially fo r early childhood education. Entertaining for children.

The Kinect can obviously now be used to  include products for browsing as since by what the group has done.

Fashion business and interio r design

I can see its use in various forms o f online shopping, at home if you own a kinect set it could also  be used in the home to  contro l a set o f tasks - like turn on the fan, rice
cooker, open the door - assuming o f course that these equipment are all linked up with the application

Ordering food. Super market cashier.

fashion industry

i think it's good that you can implement it in the shops or retailer stores, because it changes the way o f online shopping as well. Right now the most concern o f online
shopping is you can try out the products on yourself. But your app so lves this problem bravo. However, if you want to  promote it to  the public, it's better to  use easier
navigation which will be easier to  larger population :)

Fashion industry

As o f now, I could imagine it would be very contributive to  those retail stores, esp. in those clo thing industry where users can try lively-yet-virtually their cho ices o f clo thes.

Education, physical theraphy and banking

It can be using in retail banking to  serve potential customers or investor. And also  could be use in MRT station platform for customer to  purchase itinerary e.g. milk from
Carefour while waiting for train to  come. Purchase can be made via Credit Card Wave Payment system, hence no credit card information will be reveal to  public. Address o f
delivery will also  be retrieve base on the wave credit card information, thus user will no t reqiure to  enter their delivery address. Hence, it will be just kinect select, wave to  pay
and wait at home for product to  come. =D

Maybe home monitoring system

Maybe in schoo ls fo r interactive learning.

use shopping is pretty coo l. shopping for clo thes? Not sure if there is a game/function on that already.

can be used to  open and close door, press elevator button, and use to  order food without the hardcopy menu

-Hospital, kinect could be used for bed bound patients with limited movements during post-operation. -tourism industry, hotels and airport, map directory and catelogue. -
meeting rooms for video conferencing

yes. I think that kinect can be used in the fashion industries to  help customers to  choose the clo thes without queuing in the fitting room.

retail and Food, beverage industries.

Just like your FYP, using it as a marketing item to  attract more customers to  know more about your product.

Used to  contro l physical machines

inventory managment, supply chain management in warehouses noticeboards, bus stop advertisements vending machines

retail, health care and banking.

I think this would be most useful as shopping center's directories. This could take over the current touchscreen directories in shopping malls. I hate touching the screen
after so  many o ther people have touched it. Dirty :(

I think it'll be useful in fashion, engineering simulation and driving.



Fashion. Women love to  see the products on them.

In retail outlets, and also  flight simulation or o ther simulation devices.

Up till today, Kinect has always been a so le gaming application. Cant think o f anything else.

Yes. Retail

Academic (in class presentation) Art performance (augmented reality to  add visual effects to  dance performance)

It could be used in industries where hands-free operation o f systems are required such as healthcare, fab manufacturing. It could also  be used for retail/restuarants to
detect when a customer passes/enters a store and present him with the promotions o f the day?
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19. Select if you are a student (SIS/Non-SIS) or a schoo l faculty member.

1 School o f Information Systems (SIS) Student 73 68%

2 Non SIS Student 29 27%

3 Instructors/Pro fessors 5 5%

Total 107

Min Value 1

Max Value 3

Mean 1.36

Variance 0.33

Standard Deviation 0.57

Total Responses 107
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20.   Will you use this application in the future?

1 Yes 98 92%

2 No 9 8%

Total 107

Min Value 1

Max Value 2

Mean 1.08

Variance 0.08

Standard Deviation 0.28

Total Responses 107

# Answer Bar Respo nse %

St at ist ic Value
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